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Alway~ Give A Little Something- After All, He Gave ~s Some Of His Best Years'

Douglas Scores Engineer Corp
Air Pollution Action To Date 'Gimmicks'

By TONY RODRIQUEZ
After hearing many arguments pro
and con on our current welfare
system, I feel it might prove as a
useful insight a description by
someone who was raised and lived
through the monthly call from Wells
Fargo. From my birth until I was 17
years old I lived on the check that
came every month and after
attending this University for about
three years I feel I am sophisticated
enough to give an accurate, even if
somewhat biased, account.
Of my first six years I remember
nothing interesting.
Sometimes shortly after that I
remember mastering the counting
process and shortly after that, the
power of money for candy, cap guns
and things like that.
I remember one month rushing to
the mailbox on a first after the man
with the saddlebags, opening the
brown package and discovering we
received $72 and 00 cents.
I was really happy until I went
with my mother and she gave away
$30 to the white haired rent man,
$30 to the white haired grocery man
and some other white haired people.
My mother gave me a dime in the
end and I was happy.
That was probably the happiest
year of my life. I would get out of
school, run home and my mother
would give me my plate of potatoes
and I would go to sleep dreaming
what would happen in school the
next day.
The next year strange things
happened. We moved (we lived in 26

* *
Discover America.
It's 3,000
smiles wide.
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Description of Welfare:
From 7 to 17
houses in 16 years we lived together Davey Crockett outfit. At school,
and almost every time I had to already my fifth school, I was
change schools). We now lived in a laughed at because of my poor
house that had a toilet inside. The clothes. It was my first
rent went up to $35, I started predominantly white Anglo school
needing more food and about and one day after school I walked
Christmas of that year I discovered right up to a display counter and ran
that about the 12th of the month we off with a fully clothed plastic
had a 100 lb. bag of potatoes, flour, model. For several years I was called
lard and baking powder and no coal Davey Crockett.
or wood.
(9-10) Stole from the police
In Las Vegas, N.M., the station and I stole a whole bunch of
temperature is below zero on more keys. They turned out to be the keys
than a few days or years. I remember to the meters and later on in years
one night that winter that had to be one of my friends sneaked out of jail
my birthday and after going to sleep with these keys. To this day I am
at 6 p.m. because we wanted to save known as the penny flipping
wood I got up, went outside to champion of my town, I hope.
urinate and the next morning my
(10-16) During this time I stole
mother found in our woodshed a big more and more from many other
pile of wood that wasn't there business establishments and homes.
before.
All total in dollars it staggers my
That was my seventh birthday and imagination as to how much it was. I
after that I can still remember a few can remember stealing three power
nights when we would go to bed saws and an arc welding set. For
early with two dogs and all night these items I received $15! I'll tell
long we would hold an electric bulb you an idea of the ratio involved.
with an extension cord and we The reason I stole those things was
would take turns holding it all night. to pay for my graduation cap and
To · continue my story in prose gown.
High school graduation - grade
would require many pages, so I will
now give a summarized version of point too low for scholarship.
future developments. My age is in Physical stature- 5'4", 97 lbs., too
small to do available physical jobs.
parenthesis.
Army- I went into the army; five
(7 1/2) Stole for the first timedays
after turning 18 (age for war), I
coal and wood.
(7 3/4) Stole for the second received orders for Vietnam. Served
time - blankets and cokes from a in Vietnam for one year, decided I
like it. Why not? Ended up serving
motel.
there for two years and was
(7 3/4-8) Stole from teachers, discharged.
stores- coins, potato chips, little
College
I carne to the
things.
University. Decided to be an
( 8-9) Started doing hou.se accounting major; extremely nervous
burglaries- watches and other and confused, very tired.
things. There were usually two or
Believe it or not, 1 worked
three of us. Me, Curley and Peepers. approximately 15 part time jobs.
I · always went straight to the Last job in a comptrollers office.
refrigerator, Curley straight to the Decided I couldn't be a businessman.
bedroom. Peepers always looked for Became a hippy and lived in a
booze. I am at this University. commune. More and more moodyPeepers got killed in Vietnam. Curley started taking drugs. Beeame the
is a junkie.
·
ultimate in a speed freak, couldn't
(8-9) Stole from J.U. Penney- a slow down. Today, three years into

college, I am either in the spark
between darkness, beer drinking or
sober.
I have written the above to point
out to Gov. King, Spike Smalley and
all the other appropriators that for
every dollar below the essential for
living that is not given to welfare
patients, they will steal at the very
least 10 times that amount to pay
for their food and rent. Anything
else they may want - they will have
to steallO times more.
I will concede that in the short
run they will save money by cutting
the check, but in the long run
everybody ends up paying, thus
suffering more.
I dare any legislator who believes
he is right in cutting down the
payments to pick 10 welfare cases at
random and go talk to the patient. If
he does that and still decides to cut
down the appropriations it is his
choice.
I have now committed myself
toward being an elementary school
teacher, as I believe education is the
key toward future peace. If the
welfare appropriation is cut down, I
will not be sad. I will only sigh and
in the future I will see the crime
statistics rise, more money to
government security and perhaps
even live closer until the year 1984.
In that year if it happens, I will
remember what the politicians and
the current trend plus Shakespeare
were all telling the patient:
"Life is a tale, told by an idiot,
full of sound and fury, signifying
nothing."
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By DEANNE S':I'ILLMAN
At four years old, William
Orville Douglas almost died from
infantile paralysis. His doctor
predicted he might never be able
to walk and he probably wouldn't
live past 40.
This is Douglas' 72nd year and
he is still going strong. Not only is
he known for his outspoken views
on civil rights, but his hobby,
co nserva t ion, has taken him
mountain climbing and
wilderness - exploring all over the
world, and last night to UNM to
speak.
Last night Douglas addressed
about 1000 people in Popejoy
Hall on the "Conservation of
.~.·.·
/).
Man." Bob Wood, chairman of the
speaker's committee, introduced
Douglas as the "man who
dissented in the recent decision to
apply conscienlious objector
status to all wars." Douglas
explained earlier that "it's up to
the individual to decide what war
he considers moral."
Similarly, "decisions
concerning the environment
involve value judgments," Douglas
said, ''not technological
solutions."
Photo-~ hy ('hul'l~ I•\·il
Earlier Douglas requested no
films
or tapes be made of his talk,
Associate Justice William
as
it
was a preview of a
Douglas last night outlined ways
forthcoming book, but one of the
to
provide
a
better
environment
in
Douglas
the future and criticized the scope local news media was there and he
of ecology action taken until this refused to speak until they left.
Douglas outlined several topics
time.
of the environmental crisis-air
and water pollution, strip mining,
radiation, pesticides and land use.
"So far control of air pollution
A bill which provides for
has
been limited to public
other security forces employed on
putting all state buildings under such property by the agency, relations gimmicks," Douglas
the jurisdiction of tht• state police instrumentality or institution."
stat.•d, "and the enemies of
free-flowing rivers are the soil
has been passed by the Senate.
Termed
emergency
legislation,
reclamation
service and the
Senate bill 360 states, "The
state police shall provide security the bill now awaits House passage (Army) Corps of Engineers."
Describing the corps as "a group
for all public buildings, grountls before it is enacted.
of
people who must build dams to
and property of the state
The Legislative Universities
live",
Douglas proposed the
government, its agencies, Study Committee (LUSC)
instrumentalities and institutions, introduced a similar bill in the last government pay the corps not to
including but not limited to til!' session. It specifically named state build dams, as it pays farmers not
state capitol and the state capitol universities, and would have put to grow crops.
The land use problem is very
complex." It was introduced by campus police under the
great because many questions are
Sen. Ike Smalley (D- Sierra- jurisdiction of the state police.
posed by ownership of l:.nd. "Will
Luna ·Hidalgo).
While universities are not
The slate police's jurisdiction named in bill 360, all state people submit to controls?- It's
shall "include the exercise of educational institutions would be verv traditional for Americans to
be ·able to do what tht>y want to
supervisory authority over any subject to the law.
with their own land."

Building Protection Authorized

Romanticizing a tiWe about the
way things should be, Douglas
said he'd like to take the
Appalachians and turn them into
"Daniel Boone" country. "By this
I mean to leave them the way
they are, so in future years,
people can have a place for
recreation. The land that the
government is paying farmers not
to farm could be used for wildlife
habitats."
But despite his utopian views,
Douglas is pessimistic about the
future of the environment. "We're
worse off now than 10 years ago,
Technology turns on the profit
motive. Laws are not the
solution- strong civic action is.
The public mind must be
conditioned for reform."
Douglas is the classic self·made
man. While in high school in
Yakima, Washington, he worked
in stores as a clerk and operated a
junk business. His fine academic
standing at Yakima High resulted
in a scholarship at Whitman
College in Walla Walla, Wash.
During college the future Supreme
Court justice worked as a clerk,
waiter and janitor and had just
enough money to live in a tent.
After college Douglas went
back to Yakima to teach high
school English and Latin, and

then decided to go to law sehoul
in New York. Traveling on trains
with sheep and jumping freights
eventually got him to the East
Coast, and he enrolled in
Columbia with a $75 loan from a
friend.
Working his way through law
school, Douglas graduated in 1925
second in his class, and after
several years of practice, started
teaching at Yale, specializing in
business Jaw.
During this time Roosevelt was
elected president and created as
part of the New Deal the
Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) of which
Douglas became chairman in
1937.
Douglas' acute perception of
the national an!f international
scene is nothing new. Once he
told members of the New York
Stock Exchange that the
Exchange was "a cross between a
casino and a private club."
In 1939 Roosevelt appointed
Douglas to the Supreme Court,
and since then, his ardent concern
with civil liberties has provoked
varied reactions, and more
recently, his concern with the
environment has led him on
speaking tours and to write several
books.·
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~Appropriations Bill GetsfJ
~ 'Do Pass' from House i
8

SANTA FE- The House
'YPstPrda.v

adopted a

"do

pa~~"

recommendation on the general
appropriations bill, which includes
$45.3 million for the state's
universities, an increase of $3.5
million over last year.
UNM would receive $20.3
million, slightly below the figure
recommended by the Board of
Educational Finance (BEF), but
more than the $19.7 million
recommended two weeks ago by
the Department of Finance and
Administration (DF A). The
University administration
originally asked $23.9 million.
The general appropriations bill,

prepared by the

House

nn.d

Fin:anC"P

Anpronrint.inn~

Committee, also is reported to
have recommended a five percent
tuition increase for out-of-state
students.
In keeping with custom begun
last year, the bill has no totals for
funding requests for institutions,
allowing the governor to line-item
veto an amount and subtract it
from the total rather than
releasing it for other purposes.
The bill, which includes
funding recommendations for all
the state agencies, must pass the
legisature this week since this is
the final week of the session.

State Welfare Cuts 'Not Definite'
Group Lobbys Against Announced Grant Reductions
Lt. Gov. Robert Mondragon
said yest.erday "the state
government is working hard not
to have welfare cuts."
Mondragon was speaking in the
senate lounge to a group of about
100 people who had come to
Santa Fe to lobby against
announced cuts in the state
welfare grants. Most of the group
were welfare t·ecipients.
Tony Anaya, assistant to
Governor Bruce King, spoke to
the crowd before Mondragon's
speech. He said the welfare cuts
announced in the newspapers last
week were not definite. He said
"we wanted the legislature to
know that these cuts would
happen if the legislature didn't
appropriate more money. The
governor is trying to streamline
the administmtive opemtion of
the Health and Social Setviees
Department (HSSD) so that more
money can be spent in grants. The
governot will ask the legislature
for an additiona.l $400,000.00 so
that grartts can continue at the
present level.''
Anaya said "Fot the next fiscal
year the govemor will ask for an
additional $1..1 million so that:
grants won't have to be cut after
June 30. All he can do is spend
whnt the legislature gives him."
Anaya emphasized that the
p1·esent admi11istration, in his
words, "is operating with figures
that were here wh!'n we came ittto
office," t•eferring to the budget
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drafted under the administration
of former governor David Cargo.
Present welfare grants to
families with dependent children
are at 88 percent of the "need"
estimated by HSSD. Anaya was
asked by a member of the
lobbying group why the governor
was not requesting appropriations
on the basis of grants made at.lOO
percent of need.
"We're having enough trouble
with 88 percent," replied Anaya.
Later in the afternoon, the
Senate Finance Committee held a
hearing at which some
representatives. of the lobbying
group presented their views of the
welfat'(l budget and the welfare
.
system.
Ilene Ellis, president of the
A I b u q uerq u e Ch aptl.'l' of the
National Welfare Right
Organization said t.hat nothing
shot·t of the ol'iginal appropriatiort
of $30 million would be sufficient
for recipients to live on dec!!ntly.
Ellis charged that "the welfare
system is unresponsive to the
people."
The committee hearing came
after a morning lobbying session
during which some members of
the welfare group attempted to
see the chairmen of the House
Appropriations and Finance
Committee and the Senate
Finance Committee.
Ellis led a group of welfare
t·ecipients from Grants, Los
Lunas, Acoma Pueblo and

Portales through the legislature
building to the offices of the
committee chairmen.
John Mershon (D-Otero)
chairman of the House
Appropriations and Finance
Committee, and Ike Smalley (D •
Hidalgo - Sierra - Luna), chairman
of the Senate Finance Committee,
were on the floors of the House
and Senate, and unavailable.
William Sego (R·Bernalillo ), a
member of the Senate Finance
Committee, also addressed the
group in the lounge.
"There will be no cuts in the
welfare budget. I'm only one
member of the Senate. But I can
tell you what I think the
co nce11sUs of the members is;
there will be no substantal cuts.
"There will be cuts in programs
but not in assistance" said Sego.
Ellis then delivered an angry
and bitter dt'nunciation of the
group's treatment by the
legislature. "If you make those
cuts" she said "there's going to be
doting. We came here to do
something about the cuts and
we've been getting the runaround
all morning. What do you think
we put you people in office. for?"
The general appropriations bill,
under which welfare money will
be granted, is expected to be
voted on this week. Members of
the I o b b ying group said tht'y
would return to the legislature
when the bill came to a vote.

Photo by Peter Kate!

Mershon

John Mershon, chairman of the
H o usc Appropriations and
Finance Committee, talked with
welfare lobbyists in his office
yesterday. The group's demand
for a $30 million welfare budget
was impossible to grant, he said.
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ROR Law Program Will Continue
Project Aids Persons Unable to Post Bonds
By SANDY McGRAW
The Release on Recognizance
(ROR) program of the University
Law School, after a brief
misunderstanding with District
Attorney Alexander F. Sceresse,
will continue to aid persons
unable to post bond.
Sceresse had objected to
portions of the program dealing
with release_ of prisoners. The
progrim!'s recommendations for
release are now signed by
magistrates, said William T.
MacPherson, ditector of the
program.
The program, begun in 1963 in
co-operation with the district
attorney's office, is entirely
operated by law students. The
program receives no funds from
any agency or organization. "In
some ways, it's good that we are
independent. That way, we can't
be influenced by political
administration. In another way,
it's unfortunate. We have no
administrators, no basic staff. It's
not quite as efficient or as
servicible as the public ·might
need," MacPherson sajd,
This yea1·, 36 fir-st-year. law
students participate· in the
program in comparison with four
to five last year. James Shannon, a
first-year law student, is the
student director of the program.
~'The basic idea of the. program
is <r person is innocent until found
guilty. Some poor people· who
have not been found guilty of a
crime are not able to post bond.
Some students showed that some
people spend longer in jail
awaiting a trial than any possible
sentence they could receive,"
MacPherson said.
The real purpose of bonds is to
guarantee appearance in court.
"Basically, the person who won't
come back after posting bond is
not the little guy, but the
professionaL He is usually able to
make the bond. The little guy has
no place to go for help, so he
stays in jail," MacPherson said.
MacPherson says he believes it
l s more penalizing to the
community to have a productive
person in jail than to let him be
released in programs such as ROR.
"It costs money to keep a person
in jail with food, security and all,
and secondly, he can't keep a job
while in jail in order to remain a
productive segment of society. It's
like dropping a stone into
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water-you get a rippling effect.
First, only the immediate family
are affected, then the neighbors,
and so on down the line,"
MacPherson illustrated.
A stay in jail for an extended
pel"iod can be traumatic,
MacPherson continued. "It can be
difficult to reach one's former
standing in the community; you
have to build back up to where
you were before, Sometimes, you
never reach the earlier level."
Law students donate one-half
of a day each week to the
program.
Students interview persons
arraigned each day from the
Second Judicial Court for
qualifications of the program.
Basically the crimes ROR
doesn't hanciie are forcible sex
crimes narcotics users who
possess 'more than one ounce of
marijuana and persons arrested
for agg;avated felonies, which
include crimes concerning a

weapon.
Students then try to. establish
through case histories of qualified
persons eligibility.
Judges then recommend
whether the release should be
made or not.
"We do not assume the duties
of a policeman .. We will not
forcibly bring anyone in to court.
We have no authority,"
MacPherson said.
So far this school year, not a
single person in the program has
failed to apper in court, program
statistics show.
"I feel that the program is a
considerable sacrifice on the Jaw
student-more so than it would be
on a'n undergraduate. But it IS part
of his clinical education. He can
learn by doing and receives
valuable exposure to the judicial
system and the criminal courts.
But service to the community IS
the pt·edominant factor,"
MacPherson concluded.

Th<:>

court

r<>comrnended

guidelines be established on a
line-by-line basis for allocation of
funds for ASUNM committee and
accurate accounts of personal
expenditures be kept by
committee personnel "to prevent
further situations of a similar
nature." The court also asked
Houston to specifically refrain
from using the Film Committee
name on personal expenditures in
an opinion signed by Chief Justice
Jon Facey.
The recommendation for
guidelines came after Houston's
lawyer, Leonard Espinosa, argued
spending $120 to make a film was
not wrong because there was no
stipulation in the budget or in any
by-laws on how to spend Film
Committee funds.
"The solution of this problem
is not to bring Grant (Houston) to
court but to set guidelines for

what is reasonable activity of the
Film Committee," said Espinosa.
The defense lawyer said the
only existing guidelines for
spending Film Committee money
was the Program Directorate
Constitution, which allows for
"coordination and stimulation of
the program directorate and the
pres e n tat i o n o f new and
interesting ideas for total
operation of the directorate".
Houston spent $120 to make a
film as part of a multi-media show
to be shown here on March 26·27.
He also made a one·minute
promotion film, both of which are
property of the Film Committee.
The three-member court
decided that since the guidelines
did not specify that Houston
could not use committee funds to
make a movie for the group and
since there. was no 'indication of
"personal gain", Houston was
· innocent of the charge.
The court also ruled that
Houston had not used the Watts
line to make personal phone calls.
The prosecution questioned
whether ·$153.30 worth of long
distance phone calls was
"reasonable".
The prosecution admitted that
no organization was required to
keep a record of where phone
calls are made to.
This resulted in another
recommendation by the court
that an accurate account of
expenditures be kept to avoid
questions of excessive
expenditures .
Houston was also found
innocent of the charge of
wrongfully appropriating $16.45
for meals at the Desert Room.
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Blackbird Theater
The Blackbird Theater, a puppet show and life music group,
operating out of Portland, Maine, performed today on the Mall.
The street theater group is patterned after the "Bread and Puppet
Theater" a similar group from New York. Members of the theater
said the'y were touring the country in an effort to bring "life music"
to the people.
"Passing the hat is our major source of income, but we do hav_e
some pre· arranged engagements," one member said. The group_ 1s
now on their way to a festival in Lawrence, Kan., stoppmg
temporarily in Albuquerque, to make some .money to get there. .
The group . introduced their show w1th a song band whtch
attracted a large crowd. The entertainment included two shows,
"Chicken Little" and "Punch and Judy," which ran continuously
through the morning. "~unc~ a!ld Jud;y" ;;as a satir~ on ~he
capitalistic society in Amer1ca. Ch1cken L1ttle was more m the lme
of a morality play. Both these shows were supplemented with sound
effects by the band. Passing of the hat followed each show.

Tamarind's Dole Studying
'Meaning' of Ugliness
Objects which most people say
are beautiful can take care of
themselves, the current resident
"artist at UNM's Tamarind
Institute, William Dole, says.
"Objects not usually considered
beautiful in the traditional sense
of the word are often the
ones which interest me most,"
Dole explains.
"I find that the tension created
between the commonness or
ugliness of the 'meaning' of an
object and its formal interest or
beauty is a potential source of
great expressiveness."
Dole, who is at the lithography
institute from Feb. 22 through
April 16, says he is concerned
with what he believes is a chao tic
external world.
"I attempt in rny paintings, in
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]SU Demands Nixon Act
On Russian Anti. Semitism
Lieutenant-Governor Robert
Mondragon met with over 30
students and faculty members of
the Jewish Student Union (JSU)
in the capitol on Sunday and
received a petition calling on
President Nixon to take a stronger
stand on Soviet anti-Semitism.
Mondragon received the
petition which was signed by
1000 UNM students and faculty
calling for President Nixon to
"use diplomatic channels to
prevent pogroms and allow
Russian Jews to emigrate from the
Soviet Union."
The ,JSU had collected the
1000 signatures on the petition
during a rally on the Mall
Wednesday in support of the 110
Russian Jews who sat in at a
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WASHINGTON (UPI)- The four-month total for 1971 to
Pentagon said recently. it would 68,000.
draft 17,000 young men in April,
During the same period last
current Selective Service Act, it all of them for the Army.
year, 69,500 men were drafted. In
will not affect the use of the
It was the fourth consecutive the first third of 1969 the total
computer. Congress would only month
this year that draft calls was 126,600.
let the induction power end, but
have
totaled
17,000, bringing the
A Pentagon spokesman said the
would authorize continuance of a
Ia test request would be just
stand-by draft," said Coffey.
A stand-by draft would registered for the draft last year. enough to provide replacement
for men completing their army
register eligible men, and maintain
In related news, the Selective duty to maintain the army at its
the draft structure "for a national Service announced the April draft current strength.
emergency." It will "not affect call to be 17,000; all to the Army.
Selective Service Headquarters
continuing processing.,.,
Random sequence number 100 said all draftees during April
There are now 22, 168,782 will remain the highest number
men registered in the 18 to 35 age local boards may call to fill April would have lottery numbers under
100. That has been the highest
group, and two million men were draft calls.
number since January.

Kremlin reception office in a bid
to call attention to their desire to
leave the Soviet Union.
JSU President Aaron Howard
said Mondragon promised to
personally write a letter to
President Nixon asking for a
policy statement on Russian
maltreatment of Soviet Jews.
Mondragon briefly addressed
the group in the capitol rotunda
and said he would call for a
memorium for Soviet Jewry in the
senate and would attempt to
insert the petition in the official
senate records
Howard said the meeting with
Mondragon was part of a
nation-wide effort to urge the
President and Congress to take a
strong stand on Soviet
anti-Semitism.
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each painting separately, to make
a structural entity which resolves
this chaos with precision and
poetry."
"I intend my pictures," he says,
"to be simultaneously sign,
symbol and image-a reflection of
my visual environment, whether
this be landscape or my desk top.
I draw to learn about the things I
see.''
Dole, a professor of art at the
University of California in Santa
Barbara, is working at the
lithography institute in what is for
him nearly a new medium.
His work principally is in
collage, choosing and assembling
many kinds of paper and
parchment scraps with an
emphasis on textural qualities.
And his work in lithography
will reflect his collage technique.
Dole's work is included in
museum collections at Amherst
College, Harvard University, the
Fort Worth Art Center, Long
Beach Museum of Art, Mills
College, Pennsylvania Academy of
Fine Arts, Phoenix Art Museum,
Rockefeller Institute, St. Paul Art
Center, Santa Barbara Museum of
Art, Storm King Art Center in
Newburgh, N.Y., Walker Art
Museum in Minneapolis and Palm
Springs Desert Museum.
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WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS)- the past three years, with the
The Selective Service plans this maximum number occurring
year to start a massive during the reaction to the invasion
computerized "central registrant of Cambodia last May.
data bank" that would contain Responding to a query about
the names and whereabouts of all what would happen if the central
the nation's young men.
data bank were blown up, Coffey
The draft system intends to said it would be impossible
begin gathering from across the because the components of the
country, data on the millions of computer were to be spread
draft registrants for feeding into a around in various locations in the
centralized data bank in Washington area.
Washington.
The Selective Service's plans
Selective Service Director were disclosed as Sen. Sam Ervin,
Curtis Tarr insisted before the (D·S.C.) opened hearings into the
Senate subcommittee on federal governments capturing
constitutional rights that it was into data banks what Ervin called
still uncertain what additional "the intimate details of our lives,
information would be sought opinions and personal habits."
about the individuals, other than
The draft chief disclosed his
their names, ages, addresses, draft agency's plans in answering
numbers and classifications.
Ervin's survey measur~ng
Selective Service press officer government agencies' collection of
Ken Coffey added later that the information about private
national file would keep track of citizens. Tan contended the data
registrants, especially those going bank was needed to "make more
through the conscientious efficient management decisions."
objection appeals process.
"These hearings were called
"It would substitute for the because it is clear from the
duplication of records at the state complaints being received by
board level, but "the bombings Congress that Americans in every
and destruction of files was not a walk of life are concerned about
factor" in the decision to th~ growth of government and
computerize draft records," said private records on individuals,"
Coffey.
said Ervin.
These incidents have occurred
If the draft lapses in June,
at the rate of 7.5 per month over 1971, the expiration date of the

Lobo photo by Chuck Feil
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April Draft Call 17,000

Draftee's Whereabouts Kept in Nat'l File
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j wasStudents
andMall
faculty
members add a classy twist to the usual quick snack grabbed at noon. Candles, silver and fine china graced the table that
set on the
yesterday.

Feast
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Student Court Exonerates
Houston on Fund Charges
Student Court Monday
acquitted Film Committee
Chairman Grant Houston of three
charges of using committee funds
illegally and making long distance
phone calls for personal use.
The charges were brought
March 9 by student sens. John
Boudreaux and Jack O'Guinn.
The court issued a restraining
order impounding the film
committee's financial records and
froze the committee's funds.
The court ruled Houston
innocent of charging $120 of
committee money for "personal
gain," of using the Watts line to
make $153.30 worth of personal
long-distance phone calls and of
charging $16.45 in lunches at the
Desert Room to the Film
Committee.
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A novel by the author of
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The New Mexico Lobo is
published daily every regular we~k
of the University year by the Board
of Student Publications of the
A•sociated Students of the
University of New Mexico, and is
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Plant with second class postage paid
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Downstairs, New Mexico Union

Now's your chance to
stock-up for summer!
Tul'sday, March 16, 1971

Above Average Fashions
for the On-Average Male
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Drug Addicts Get Spiritur;tl Help

llelpers lVeeded to Grade Profs Third w·orld Movement
Teacher Evaluation Meeting Wednesday

Center Keeps Residents Away From 'Habit'
By WILL HERTZBERG
I started taking everything I could addicted to heroin," he said.
Reprinted from The Channel
get my hands on. When you start
A week after high school Kevin
Santa Barbara City College
coming off heroin you get stoned left home, feeling there just
(Editor's Note: This is the first to keep from aching."
wasn't any communication or love
in a two-part series on drug
When Bill got out of the there. He went to Los Angeles and
rehabilitation and former drug hospital after the motorcycle worked for a while before
addicts.)
accident, he came to the Drug deciding to go back to school.
A 22-year-old Santa Barbara Abuse Prevention Center (DAPC).
He studied architecture for five
City College dropout sits in a
The DAPC is a large resident years through correspondence
wheelchair, paralyzed fmm the house with about 20 ex-drug courses and went to junior college
waist down, his body thin and addicts. Its main purpose is to parttime, completing 60 units
weak. His name is Bill. For five provide a maintenance program to with a 2.9 grade point average,
years he had been a heroin addict. keep the residents from going
"My interest then was in
He turns slowly and begins back to· the streets where· the psychology, but my· mind began
relating the prelude to the drugs are.
wandering while using drugs and I
motocycle accident which
A typical day at DAPC begins became preoccupied with the
catapulted him into the hospital at 7 a.m. with a prayer breakfast worries of getting drugs. It was
for 10 months with lacerations and clean-up in which everyone very distressing reading
and a broken back.
participates. During the day some psychology books and realizing,
"I was high on beer, wine, grass people work at dthe DAPC thrift 'Wow, this relates to me.' "
and heroin - a normal day for or appliance stores, others in a
Kevin be came increasingly
me," said Bill. "I don't even workshop and still others make dependent on drugs and finally
remember driving the motorcycle pick-ups of items donated to the lost interest in school and
but my friends told me I had."
center.
dropped out.
Bill was speaking from the
There are evening activities five
Surprisingly, during the
Santa Barbara Drug Abuse Center, nights a week, Tu.esdays, following years Kevin earned
where he presently Jives.
Thursdays and Saturdays are soul about $150,000 through his
Like many heroin addicts, Bill sessions where the residents sign architectural career and
started taking drugs in his teens. together and sometimes listen to investments. But a year ago, after
Starting with marijuana and pills the testimony of fellow drug returning from a trip to Europe,
he rapidly progressed to speed and addicts. Wednesdays and Fridays his problems really began.
finally to heroin.
are devoted to truth sessions
"I met a very famous jazz
Once he got hooked on heroin where the Bible is studied in its musician and he turned me on to
there was the constant search for relation to everyday living.
heroin. It became mOl'e important
more heroin and worries about his
Kevin, another resident at the than keeping food in the house.
Ochs
supply running out. He also DAPC, commented on the
"I had real estate, a home,
worried about not being able to attitudes of the people at the apartment, car, and a wife, and
find a contact in order to make a center.
lost them all. I needed the money
purchase,
"The spiritual help - you can for my habit, which ran $50 to
Although he supported a call it a crutch or whatever you $60 a day, and I couldn't work
relatively light habit ($30 to $40 a want - has given me a much because I had to stay home and
day), Bill admitted to a "constant greater sense of self-respect. The take care of my habit."
worry about money, who you people here give you strength and
owe and who owes you. I was encouragement. If you can't make
fixing morning and night and used it here, you can't make it at all,"
Police Goof
to deal to support my habit.
he said.
HESKETH, England
"I worked full time and made
Kevin, 32, began using drugs 15 (UPI)-Police are investigating
about $125 per week which I used years ago while in high school.
how they happened to list
to buy heroin. I would then sell it
"I started with amphetamines 72-year-old Annie Whitesead as
UNM's Neo-Classic Quintet has
to other addicts and make three and barbituates, then I used fatally injured in a car crash. She returned from South Bend, Ind.,
times that much.
marijuana, hash and cocaine and walked away from the accident where they won several awards as
"When there wasn't any heroin finally about a year ago I became with bruises.
they competed in the Notre Dame
Collegiate Jazz Festival. The
quintet will appear with the
Seraphin Trip in Popejoy Hall on
March 26.

Singer-composer Phil Ochs, the
Family Lotus and the Ark Band
will perform this evening in the
Union ballroom at 7:30. Tickets
are $2. Proceeds from the concert
will go to the Santa Fe
community freei·l>£hool. Tl~.••
concert is sponsored by tl?e
·
ASUNM Popular Entertainment
Committee.

U's Neo-Classic Q11intet
Will Perform March 26

They have been chosen to
return to the Notre Dame
Collegiate Jazz Festival in 1972 as
the guest performing group and
will be featured in the "Down
Beat" magazine.

Hire a veteran.
Aveteran construction worker,
a veteran electronics technician,
a veteran electrician,
a veteran draftsman,
a veteran cook,
a veteran aircraft mechanic,
a veteran medical technician,
a veteran computer programmer,
a veteran policeman,
a veteran nurse,
a veteran administrator...
Veterans have expenence in dozens of fields.
And hundreds Of specialties ... many of them
hard to find. Trade skills. Technical skills. Pro·
fessional and supervisory skills.
In fact, the Services spend some $3 billion a
year on training! And there's over $1 billion more
available for training through the Gl Bill and the
Manpower Development and Training Act.
Disabled veterans receive special vocational

rehabilitalion to provide them with skills.
Find out more about how your company can
benefit from trained, experienced veterans. Or
how you C<Jn train them-your way-in a government.supported on the· job training program.
For help in hiring veterans, contact your local
office of the State Employment Service; for onthe-job training information, see your local Veterans Administration office.

Hire the Veteran. Hire Experience. Jlilf!l!1f1

ID'"

The quintet, which consists of
one faculty member and four
students, is composed of Tom
Gelt, vibraharp; Roger Jannotta,
woodwinds; Tony Salazar,
trumpet and flugelhorn; John Van

Haverbeke, bass; and Kit
McDermott, drums.
The Neo·Classic Quintet was
selected the best combo of the
Notre Dame Jazz Festival. Kit
McDermott won the best
drummer award. Roger Jannotta
was selected the best
composer-arranger and the best
miscellaneous instrumentalist. He
played the oboe, flute, piccolo,
tenor sax. Tom Gelt was chosen
the best student composerarranger.
The judges for the Festival were
Dan Morgenstern, critic for
"Down Beat" magazine; Leon
Thomas, jazz vocalist; Gerald
Wilson, jazz trumpeter and
arranger; and Charlie Haden, jazz
bas player and band leader.

Most students want a teacher
evaluation to appear magically
and tell them what classes to take,
but no one wants to do the work
necessary to make it appear. Ernie
Kilker, coordinator of the
ASUNM teacher evaluation, and
his committee of two have almost
given up on producing a large
scale evaluation this semester
unless they get some immediate
assistance from students.
"It's incredible that in a
university of this size we can't
find enough people to finish this
job," said Kilker. "If I could get
just one student from each class,
just one, to pick up the forms,
distribute them in his class, collect
them and return them to our
office, there would be no
problem."
Last semester's evaluation
covered only those classes utilized
for the completion of group
requirements, in Arts and
Sciences, and certain classes that
seemed to generate unusual
interest. Although there were
15,000 IBM cards available, there
was no computer operator, so
Kilker and his staff presented
what he terms a "sense synopsis"
of particular instructors in their
classes.
Students were sent into the
classrooms as observers hopefully
to produce an evaluation that
would go beyond percentage
scores, and communicate the
feeling of the actual class
experience. Kilker said, "We have

received 30 requests from
professors asking for observers to
eva! uate their classes this
semester, but we don't have 30
people to do the work. We're
having a meeting Wednesday night
in the Honors Center at 7:30p.m.
for anyone interested in working
as a third person observer."
Kilker participated in a teacher

computers as a sole method of
evaluation, saying they "tend to
level distinctions rather than make
them."
Kilker said he has received
letters· from professors who felt
that his methods were neither
objective nor methodologically
pure enough to suit them. His
reply was "They want us to do it
in a nice polite way in which no
one gets hurt, which is just not
possible."
He didn't have much hope for
assistance from the
administration. "When they don't
want to act on something that a
group of students is demanding,
they can sit on it for a year or
two, until that group of students
is gone and a new group of
activists with new projects comes
in. He continued, "Maybe we
should admit that students,
f acuity and the administration
will never be able to agree on
something as central to the
function of the University as good
teaching."
.::._

______

Styling Wigs

Ernie Kilker
eva! ua tion conference held at
UNM two weeks ago, where his
recently published evaluation was
criticized as being too subjective.
He in turn was highly critical of

CARSON CITY, Nev.
(UPI)-Nevada barbers no longer
are restricted to human hair.
Gov. M,i ke 0 'Callaghan has
signed a bill allowing the "waving
and arranging, fitting, cutting and
styling" of men's wigs by barbers.
Wigs can be made of either hair or
synthetic materials, and can be
beautified on or off the wearer's
head.

Must Unite Says Sartre

CPS- "Unless we make war,
they will," Jean-Paul Sartre said in
a recent interview with a member
of the Movement of Political
Prisoners in Quebec. The member
has remained anonymous because
of the dangers of the Canadian
War Measures Act and was
translated from French by the
Canadian University Press.
The situation in Quebec today
is typical of the state of affairs in
other western countries, Sartre
said. The repressive measures like
the Canadian War Measures Act
and no -knock bills passed in the
United States and France indicate
that "the oppressed as an
exploited class have recognized
their plight. Repression is a sign of
class struggle." Solidarity between
different third world movements
is needed, even though the
struggle of the Quebecois is not
identical to the struggle of
revolutionary groups in the
United States or France, he said.
Sartre attributed recent
repressive acts to "a new form of
combat that has cropped up.
There are revolutionary forces
which are convinced there is no
way of changing the system
peacefully."
In order to enforce laws such as
the Canadian War Measures Act,
the authority of the police must
be extended beyond the
traditional limits. The role of the
police is "to suppress, to put into
abeyance, all democratic laws

which give us our formal freedom,
Sarb·e asserted. But formal
freedom still has meaning, "it
gives us a sense of power, knowing
that we can't be arrested any
time, anywhere," He said
governments find this irritating,
making "arbitrary arrests"
wherever they can. Passing laws
legitimizes these arbitrary arrests.
Sartre summed up the laws which
have been passed in Canada:
"Nobody has any freedom any
more, and this is legal."
He said in the future even
though the emergency war
measures act will be suspended or
revoked eventually, and
democratic rights the people
already had will be returned,
"oppression will still exist." "A
return to normal poses no
problem for the government.
Democratic rights consist of the
right for many people to live at a
lower standard of living than
others."
Sartre cited the number of men
in prison as evidence that a
struggle for re·establishment of
democratic rights is taking place.
But suppression can happen in
"24 hours." To live in fear of
being arrested anywhere, anytime,
means you "must struggle."
Socialist independence in Quebec
can "only be obtained through
violence- revolutionary forces
who don't want to act are
inconceivable."

'•

Applications
for

LOBO EDITOR

and

Junior Year
inNewYork

THUNDERBIRD EDITOR

are now being accepted by the Board of
Student Publications. Forms may be
picked up in Journalism room 205 daily
between 8:00a.m. and 4:30 p.·m.

Washington Square College of Arts and Science
of New York University sponsors a
Junior Year in New York.
The College, located in the heart of the city, is an
integral part of the exciting metropolitan community
of New York City-the business, cultural, artistic,
and financial center of the nation. The city's extraordinary resources greatly enrich both the academic
program and the experience of living at New York
University with the most cosmopolitan student body
in the world.

Deadline for applications: All fo~rms
must be returned to~ Journalism room 205
by 4:00 p.m. Friday, April 16, 197la

This program is open to students recommended by the
deans of the colleges to which they will return for
their degrees.
There are strong and varied offerings in many areas,
such as fine arts, urban studies, languages including
non-European, mathematics in the College and at the
Cour.ant Institute, psychology, and others.

A qualified student may register for courses in all other
schools of the University, including the specializations in
Commerce and Education.

The University sponsors programs in Spain and France.
Write for brochure to Director,
Junior Y car in New York

New York University
New York, N.Y.10003
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Want a Woman Umpire?
N.Y. Won't Hire This One
NEW YORK (UPI)- It doesn't
pay very much and the working
conditions are less than ideal, but
Beatrice Gera wants to be an
umpire so much she's suing
organized baseball for $25 million
f,or refusing to hire her.
The 39-year-old New York City
housewife filed the suit Monday
in Manhattan Supreme Court after
what she said were years of the
quiet, calm approach in seeking to
become baseball's first woman
umpire
She went to umpire school in
Florida, graduating in 1967, and
has three decisions by the state
Human Rights Commission in her
favor, according to her attorney.
She once came within a day of
umpiring in professional baseball,
but she hasn't made it yet.
0 n July 25, 1969, she was
signed to , work in the New
York -Pennsylvania Baseball
League but on July 31, as she was
packing her blue suit and whisk
broom for a game the next day, a
telegram from Philip Piton,
president of the National
Association of Baseball Leagues,
arrived, telling her the contract
was canceled.
Gera said she could get $400 a
month plus traveling expenses for
her efforts. Baseball officials say
she would also be subjected to

"·' r
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The 9th annual Western
Athletic Conference Spring
Championships-track, tennis and
golf-will be held at the University
of Arizona on May 14-15.
. Arizona will play three Pacific
Eight schools during the 1971
football season. They are:
Washington State, UCLA and
Oregon State. The UCLA and
Oregon State games will be played
in Tucson.

some anglo-saxon monosyllabic
expletives which could only
offend.
Baseball officials, in their
repeated rejections of her
attempts to umpire, said that
facilities wre not available for
women.
Gera said she loves the game
and wants to be an umpire. The
language, she said, you eould hear
on the street and, while she
doesn't like it, she could live with
it.
Her attorney, Bronx
Democratic Congressman Mario
Biaggi, said she is suing on the
grounds that her constitutional
rights under the 1964 civil rights
aet are being violated.
"I don't say I'm going to be the
greatest, or great," said Gera. "I
just want the chance to try."
Biaggi, when asked why $25
million, said he "wouldn't want to
appraise the cost of grief and
frustration" suffered by Gera and
quoted Piton as saying "I would
like to see women barred from the
professional (baseball) no matter
what their qualifications were."

YOU SAVE

FIRST QUALITY
ALl·WAYS ·WHY PAY MORE

Expert Long Hair Design
No Nets, Gels, Laquer
Sprays, II cat, or Other
SisS\' Put Ons

SELECTION IN THE
SOUTHWEST!

For Appointment Cali

255·0166

0

')';04 Central A'·c. S.E.

~

(1 Blk. East of S;m lviatco)

FIRST and GOLD

Albuquerque

HUDSPETH'S

Fa;r Plaza
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~~ANO~IFTS
MAKE YOUR WEDDING FlOWERFUl
FAIR PI,AZA SHOPPING CENTER

247·4347
,~-..
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First All Black Beit Meet Event
Bill Wallace from Muncie, Ind., area of your opponent's body
This Saturday Johnson (
Gymnasium will be the site of the holds the third notch and is a with enough power to have been
major contender for the number lethal if the intention had been to
National Black Belt Karate Grand
Championships.
one or two spot this year. Wallace kill- but "pulled" back about
has advanced from the number one-fourth of an inch short of
The championships, sponsored
by Black Belt Hall of Farner Sam sixth position to his present third actual killing contact.
Allred, is attracting Jhe nations spot in less than a year. He is not
top black belt competitors.
as strong as Hayes or Marchini,
FUN
FUN
The event, open only to black
but what he lacks in power he
belt holders, is divided into two compensates for in his speed and
contests. The first contest, the
timing.
National Black Belt
Ranked number four in the
Championships, will begin at 1:30 nation is 21-year old Mitchell
p.m. Saturday and will feature the
Bobrow of Silver Springs, Md.
top. black belts from North
Bobrow has had his black belt for
Every Tuc. 5-6 PM
America, Korea and Japan.
only four years, yet has gained the
Attending the Saturday knowledge and experience to be
Pizza Slices 15¢
afternoon event will be the
rated fourth.
Dancing Every Nite
Central North American Karate
The only thing 'keeping Fred
Champion, International Gung Fu
Wren from advancing higher than
Central at University
Champion, California Champion, his number five rating is his
FUN
inability to control his punches,
Texas Champion, Central U.S.
FUN
which has caused him to make
Champion, U.S. Open Karate
Champion, Mexican National
contact with his opponents. He is
Champion, Southwestern a fast and aggressive fighter who
Champion, Great Lakes prefers to be on the offensive.
MONEY
Rounding out the top six is
Champion, World Pro·AM Karate
Champion, Colorado State Louis Delgado from Los Angeles,
AND
Champion, Korean Champion, Calif. Delgado is a favorite with
Hawaiian Champion, Tl!,.ng' Soo the New Mexico crowd and his
EMPLOYMENT
DO Champion, Northwestern third championship this year was
Champion as well as black belt won at the Southwest Karate
Uut> t(l tt.l.' rurr('rit slun:p en tl:l' Jill' marM.,t. it
somt"tilnf'<; d;ffiruiL tu oUom (·mplnyn:a1t wttlo JU!l\. tt
competitors from other states.
Championships sponsored by
Dnd:t'Ior's d('gtrf'. \'r'hy r,r,l ~tlntnnhr yo:utr.t>:f •·m
The winners of the afternoon Allred. He is considered one of
pfn,ympnt upon grndu:thr.tl~ An A1t FMCI' ~f'tiJWI
J.ll'!ltt>nnnt who •~ mnrrtrd anrl a.Hrr:•lm~ nn Au·
matches will then compete against the finest kata performers in the
.Puru• P1lnt 'Trninin.':" .Sd:f){JI Pnrr;~ $tlr5 n nu.r">th. Ju
JUSt thrrt< :rrnrs. thnt ~rltl:t> nffirrr ~ rm rxr"~ t c thr•lUVh
the top six American black belts nation as well as being one of the
pr••m[Jtsrma nraf !r,n,er11i!y J.;Jy t:tlt-<"r;l to !'nrn nnr
$HtlU n ttll\nlh.
at 8:00p.m. in the National Black finest kumite competitors.
Belt Karate Grand
Adr:J n su;,nm; hrP Jr,~Jtltnff• Jn,IJrj,· ror r.nl~· $:1 n
The 1 :30 p.m. matches will run
month, /rrr mr•hrnl tnrr f••r Y•JtJ nnd '\iour (nm•lv.
Championships.
two minutes ;with the evening
nflt/ rcdurr1/ prnrr. Qll npplmr:1 r~. l'r•wrrw~. Jt.,ur.~ I.• ·~.1
.ottu·iN1 . . , ljUI(\' n <~UIIl 11( r;:r,nf'Y
Ron Marchini from Stockton, events lengthened to three
California, heads the list of the minutes.
If Yflll wuu/cl llkt• n jd• thnt (l!f('l'l n U1irty-dny fl,lid
vamtwn eorh yt>ur. nrpurtumty !••r adth!i·)nal l'lhl•··~
Nations top six black belt
ti(m ffltll' rMnn1and( •- 1m:o (o!• rutt~!l nn tl•ldlhotHI/ 1
'rhe winner of the matches will
IladiL'I<~t'~>, :\ :UMlt>r's, nntl n l'h.[). rlr~trf'l' r.inff· rncompetitors. Marchini developed be the first competitor to score
h•rit:sr Hu:• Art }'fJt•'l'l, ani! ,'1 lmrll·lft tf"lirf'nll'llt pluu
urtrr cmly l1.,.<'nty Y• aru, "·hy wrt Uur.k nllout nl•tn.n.
his skill in the strongest Karate three points on his opponent. A
n.~ .nn Alr !>'rnt·P c•JI•Imi•:::mn Vii\ thf' JlOTC' 11mtr'~
state in the nation.
point is earned by inflicting a
We· Will hr ttlnrl tu i•xplnltl lht• Ait· (o'rrttl' ROTC' pru.
He is rated number one because potentially deadly blow to a vital
gtnm tu yrur. ThPrl' in nl1ll lmw lf• fJtilfl'"!l 111 ,,,,JI•f· In
Jnln
nrxt ~N•krnlirr
of his impressive records in
tournament competition and the
esteem in which he is held.
Ranked in the number two spot
is Joe Hayes from New York City.
SIMMS BUILDING
247·4406
Hayes is considered by karate
High Speed XEROX COPiES-Be-No Limit
experts to be the best kumite man
Reduction Work-Reduce from any size up to 14" by 18" down to 8W' x 11.
on the East Coast and many
Computer. printouts~ engineering drawings, accounting worksheofs, organization
believe he will soon be the best in
'~arts, oversized periodicals and boob.
the nation.

OKIE'S

1

kopy korner

Organ Recital 12:00-12:20 Margie Rigsby
12:30-12:40 Meditations by Fr. Tod
12:40-12:55 Eucharist
Feel free to come to any or all three of these lenten Offerings
Page
6•
.
. ..

Cante_rbury Chapel
425 University N.E.
LOBO
. MEXICO
.
NI~W
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Peace Corps
Peace Corps representatives will
be at UNM March 15·19 recruiting
for more than 300 job categories,
ranging from farmers to concert
violinists. Representatives would
like to talk personally to anyone
interested.

Radio Club
The UNM Radio Club is
sponsoring classes in international
morse eode fm students and
faculty who wish to qualify for an
amateur radio operator's license,
Contract Norris Maxwell in room
149 Zimmerman Library or call
277-4241 or 296-2637 for more
information.

Lettuce Strike
Evans Garcia will discuss the
"Lettuce Strike" March 16, at
9:30 p.m. in the Santo Domingo
Room of the Newman Center.

CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISING

CHATHAM, England
(UPI)-Regulars at a pub
threatened to boycott the place
unless barmaid Sue Sinelaire, 26,
agreed not to wear hot pants to
work and go back to her former
fashion of miniskirts.
Not that the men did not like
Sue's hot pants, but they liked her
hot panties better. Unknown to
her, the men were holding a
nightly sweepstake on the color of
panties she wore to work.
The arrival of the hot pants
ended the betting. Now Sue has
agreed to go back to minis. "It's a
bit of a giggle for the boys," she
said.

WHERE: Journalism Building. Room
20G, afternoons preferably or man.

no chang~ the rate is reduced to 6c
per word nnd the minimum number of
words w 10.

Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

TERMSt Paymc>nt must be made in !ull prior to insertion of advertisement

5)

PEHSONALS

TALKING CAN STRAIGHTEN OUT a lot
or things, Agora is open all day and nil
night-. northwest corner of Mem Vista.
277-3013.
WJI,L TllE PBRSON who !A>olc four Sony
C:lll!sctte tnPt"' from the SUB lust Tllurndny, p]C'nse return the two containing lectures? G('nerous rcv·tnrd; no questions
34·1·2240. 3/17
Tll_U_N_D_BI':cu:CII::RC:D:---:cU:::N:ll::-:!::-'a--::S:-tu-d::-c-n:-t~L::-1:-;tc-r-
nry Mngnzine ill taking nrt work, pholo!:rnphy, firtion, nnd poetry for Its
npring- !issue.>. D{'ndline. April 1st. Room
205-Journnlism Building. 3/22
11•' THg WORLD IS CIIASIIING nrounll
your ht>ad, mnYbl" we cnn h(l'lp )lroll it up
ar.-nin, Ar.-orn: ntl day and night., norlh
w~t rotn(lr of Mesa Vista. 3/16
NOTICE: ALL CLASSIFIED ADS must
be in by 3 p.m. w run the following day.

21

LOST&FOUND

LOST: MAI,Jo: DLAC:K nnd tan Doberman,
<'hni'n collnr, reward. 266·2~50. 3/22
I.OST: GEOMORPIIO.LOGY (Gcogrllphy
4Ft r('d notebook. n~ward, cn11 266-9363
nftor 6 PM. 3/22
FOUND: A PAJlt OF~LADY'S GLASSES,
hetw('Cn School of Dusinl"3S nnd Hokonn
Hnlt. Gr«.'n cns(l, hrO\vn frnm(>. Rob(>rt
Wells. 277-51R9. 3/18
CONNn; Z.-1-fo~d,~ your notcbook in
Anthro. 101. Call Dobbic-242-6452. 3/17
LOST: PURE WHITE MALI' GERliiAN
SHJ.;PI-:RD, adult. Will give purebred
white shepherd puppy for his return.
255·3897 dllys. 268-3764 nights. D..,._
nrrat<>. 3/16

.>)

FOHSALE

1970 Z-28 CAMERO. 50,000 mile transfer·
able warranty·, 360 hp., 4.-spced, never
raeed, ferret gr~n, white atrip.es. mag
wh('{>]S. A i"antnatie cnr, sec it nnd drive
it w bdicve it. 842-8566. 3il6
30 PORTABLE TV's. $30 to $60, Ul
Wyoming N.E. 255-5987. 4/2
S NEW ZIG-ZAG SEWING MACHINES
with .full fneto:ry guarantee. Nationally
ndvertizcd brnnd w be sold for $29 en<:h.
Monthly payments available. United
Freight Snles, 3920 San Mateo, open 9
to 9. 2/4

6)

EMPJ,OYMENT

l\USCELLANEOUS

DON'T JUST STAND THERE! Do something I Help our students by t'll!A>rlng
basic subjects twP hours a week. We
need you. Call ISRAD Bnsie Education,
2600 Centrnl, 277·3511 3/16

C.alH:ng y
Tut~sday.

ALL MAJORS

Beginning

YOGA
Classes

8-5
Thru Friday

A~D

Tue., Mar. 16, 7:30 p.m.
Wed., Mar. 24, 10:00 p.m.
Thur., Mar. 25, 4:30p.m.

YOGA I
3209 Burton SE
student rates 266-3314

Placement Center

THE CPLTPRAL PROGRA.~f COMMITTEE
present
THE I~<~<>:viPARABLE

JULIAN
BREAM

<O>U

!1.1arch 16

Vietnam Veterans: Union, room
248; 11:30 a.m.
Las Campanas~ Union, room 250-E~
6:30p.m.
Interrobang; Union, room 231-D; 7
p.m.
Kiva Club; International Center; 7
p.m.
Alpha Kappa Psi: Union, roon1
250-A; 7:30p.m.
Lobo Christian F<"llowship; Union,
room 231D·C; 7:30p.m.
IFC; Union. room 25-3: 8 p.m.
Las Chicanas: Chicano Studies
C('nter; 8 P~m.

\'IR'ITOSO LPTE & GUITAR
Thursdav March 18-8:15 P.M.
'
Tickets 55.50, 5.00, ·1.50, 3.50
U:.'\Tl.I Students '\'Vith Activity Cards

u; PRICE
,<

~

Phone 277-3121

CLASSIFIED
ADVER'"fK§ING

SEHVICES

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

FORSALE

BLACK CORD DEI,Ll!OTTOMS. Avnllablt:' only nt Lobo Men's Shop, 2120 Central s.~;. 3/22
Jg67 PORSCHE 912 •. I'xcrli;;;;i condition.
341l·231l1 nrtrr 5 pm. 3/19
KAWASAKI MACH III, 600 cc. $760. 243-

. r~n_o._am·-=-=-:::.::-::-:-:-~==-::::--·

ImGISTr:RED SIBERIAN HUSKY Puppy.
'fhre(l months old. Shots. T<"rma. B'77 ..
0757. 3/19
PANASONIG-HS-820 R trnck tape rrrord<'r with AM ..PM at('rCO recdver,
nrnplif1cr. speakers nnd ncrcssoriw. Thr('e
_ mo~~~~ old. 277-4969 nf~ 6. 3/!~ --·
107Q. KAWASAKI MACH III, only 2600
mil('~;; exrellent rondition, $R26. 2967783. 3/18
I-UGR VOU\SWAGEN BUG.AlffOMATIC;
1T.re('11, )lerrect condition, $1,360. 261-t-r.oRa, 250·2887. 3/1R

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 mrnrmum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs flve or more consecutive times

$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
CLASS/ FICATIONS:

I. Personals

5. For Sale

2. Lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

2844 dnys, 808·1570 evenings. 3/18

NNW STBREO CASSNTT1!1 RECORDERPLAYI1H. with AM .. Jo,M multiplex rndio,
!-lCI,nrnte turnt.nb)e nod spenlu:~rn. 5169.95
or low monthlY payments. Unit-ed Freight;
SniPR, 3!120 San Mntco, open 9 to 0,
/10
1-967 CADII,LAC lll')ARSE-J>ricctl to sell.
21i5·21BG-nftor 5:00, woelwnd. 3/17
,
Ngw COMPONI•:NT SF/rs complete with
lnrgc ]Jrof~sionnl scrim Gnrrnrd chnng..cl1h AM... JI"M multiplex srer('()-orndio n. nd
four spctlkcr system with jnclta for headset~ tnpt'declt .nnd mile c-. $110.96 or low
monthly pnymet1ts. United Fr~ight Snlca,
3920 Snn Mntco, opon !I to 0, 3/10
HONDA 305. Rebu!l~ cn~ine $175.00. Cnll
R9R-6434 nf\el' 8:00. 3/16

rndlOl -~x~clicnt

concllt!on. Arter •ix, 243·7377. 3/16 . ·
SI;iiiN(i l3AN~rS-SArj1:·-lted,' ,~i1Jt; & hi~~
Htt·hH.-o & lJntLf'rnH. Only $4. I,oho Mch a
Bhop; 2120 CNttrnl s.t·~. :~/Ui

ti\1vl·iii \i6tiii iJI>iiY"\~ith .;;,r

i,~;j,. ,!iii:t

1'1nlt'. Hhirta only $ri. IJobo Mt•ns Sho11.
21211 Ct.'ntrnl ~.1~. 311»

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT _ _ _ TIMES STARTING----

1969 MGHG'l'. Wire whrris. AM-FM. l"xt.

'tUGO-"' iiall. Wi;;---;,t;;is,

and costumes for the Broadway
musical "Coco," starring
Katherine Hepburn.
The cast of 27 is headed by
Tony Bruskas in the role of
Joseph K. Bruskas has appeared
frequently in Rodey productions,
and last played the role of the
surgeon brother in "The Price."
Other seasoned Rodey actors
playing in "The Trial" include
Sheriden Thomas, Barry Payne,
Jim Sandiford, RoberL McNally,
David Cramer and Mary Kay
Ziems.
Among the newcomers to the
Rodey stage is Karen Klett in the
role of Ms. Grobach.
Recital Hall box office hours
are from 1-5 p.m. weekdays.
Reservations may be made by
calling 4402 or 4522. Student
rates are available.

Starting

fillflllillniiiiJillll.lll!'l!:lllll!llll!illllil!llllllllllllillll!lllllllllll!lmiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!IIIIIJ1111!/W

PEOPLE: MORNING MANIA MUSIC is
open. Records, rC<"ordH, records at tbe
cheap, ch<'nper, t'h(lnlJe.st I.Jrjces. 110
Morningside N.E. 266-9R31. Open everyday 10 AM-midnight to acrvc you-th~
, _Jlcop]c. Dig it I 3/22
__ , .·~·- - - , .

5!

"The Trial," the dramatization
of Franz Kafka's novel, opens
Thursday, March 18 at the Fine
Arts Recital Hall for a four night
run through Sunday, March 21.
Curtain time is 8:15.
Adapted for the stage by Andre
G ide and Jean·Louis Barrault,
"The Trial" centers on a bank
clerk, one Joseph K., who is
arrested and tried for un unnamed
crime. In Kafka's nightmare
world, the plight of K. is at once
both surrealistic and yet chillingly
real, as he wanders through the
labyrinth of narrow streets and
tiny cramped rooms searching for
the identity of his accusers.
Edwin Snapp directs the show.
New York guest designer John
Wright Stevens designs both sets
and lighting.
Stevens has been guest designer
for university and professional
theatres throughout the country,
including the University· of
Wisconsin where he taught for
two years, and the Santa Fe
and Metropolitan Operas. In
1969, he was designer Cecil
Beaton's assistant for both sets

~lll!llll!llllllllllllilllllll!l!lllilllll:lllllllllllllllllll!llllillllll,llllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllll!il

NEED TWO MEN, pnrt-time. Work 20
hours. $90. 242-0553. 1-:l PM. only, 3/16
OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTSAustralia~ Europe, South America. Af..
ricn, etc-. All professions and occupations,
$700 to 3000 tnQnth1y. Expense-s paid,
ov('rtime. sightseeing. Free information,
\V'rite,1 T\VA Jtcscnrch ScrvkC', Box
ofi9l·W, San Di<'l:o, C!llif. 92105.
GLAJIIOROUS POSITION: Enrn $2.50
show hour giving beauty shows. 866 ..9347.
3/10

7)

'The Trial'
Opens Curtain Thursday

Rap with Ex-Volunteers

Hot Panties

ll

EDNESDAY OF
' .

Tax Refunds
"A tax refund is usually made
within five or six weeks after
filing if the return is made out
correctly and filed early," Maurice
E, Johnson, district director for
New Mexico IRS, said.
If the refund is not made
within this period, the taxpayer
should wait five to six weeks
before contacting the IRS.

S. Lee Hight, a Univet·sity
doctorate now working for Bell
Telephone Laboratories in
Denver, will address a University
electrical engineel'ing colloquium
March 16, at 3 p.m. in the
electrical engineering building,
room 201.
Hight's talk on the dissent
function in parallel redundant
operations is free to all interested
persons.

Karate Nationals Here Saturday
...,

J'l

For l\Jcn or \Vomcn

Math Institute
The VNM department of
mathematics and statistics will
host the annual sequential
summer institute for teachers of
high school mathematics during
the forthcoming summer session.
Classes conducted by the
institute are already filled, but
other similar courses will be
opened to interested teachers
during the summer session.
Included ar Vector Analytic
Geometry, and Workshop in
Geometry.
Interested persons may contact
Merle Mitchell, associate professor
of math and statistics, at
277·2434.

RATES: 7c PN' word, 20 wo.rd minimum ($1.40} per tlrne run. rr ad is to
run five or more consecutive daYs with

lOc BEER

Sebring Jiair
Design for l\Icn

Free University
The Free University will offer a
short course in trigonometry,
principally for students who have
had math 121 or its equivalent,
and need a minimal knowledge of
trigonometry for their other
courses. The course will be taught
by David Burns. The first meeting
will be 7 p.m. March 16, at 211
Columbia SE. For further
information call 266·4569.

Engineering Colloquium

Baseball

~

Louis Gottschalk

Radio Club

Here a brown belt is shown lifting his opponent off the floor with
a "roundhouse kick. An example of action to come Saturday at
Johnson Gym as Black Belt Karate experts from North America,
Europe, Korea, Japan and China will compete in the Grand National
Championships.

1

Louis Gottschalk, visiting
Popejoy professor at UNM, will
!ecturt~ at 3:30p.m., March 16, on
"The Revival of Intellectual
Curiosity".
The I ecture is open to the
public without charge, and will be
in the Simpson Room of the
home ~conomics building,
The UNM Radio Club is
sponsoring classes in international
morse code for students and
faculty who wish to qualify for an
amateur radio operator's license,
Contact Norris Maxwell in room
149 Zimmerman Library or call
277-4241 or 296·2637 for more
information.

Karate
The UNM baseball team lost an
18·10 diamond decision to the
University of Southern Colorado
baseball nine yesterday at the
University baseball field.
Cold winds and inconsistent
pitching were the main enemies of
the Lobo nine as they marked up
their third loss of season against·
five victories.
The Wolfpack ballplayers
fought back to within one point
late in the sixth inning, as they
came up to an 11-10 score.
The final game of the two game
series will be played tomorrow at
3 p.m. at the University field.

u Theatre's

ENCLOSED$---~

PLACED BY--------~--

Letters

editorial

Close to Earth
To the Editor:
The great depths of joy inherent
in celebrations of other cultures,
times and places was due to a few
important factors as I see it.
The people were close to life and
close to the earth-responding to the
natural way of being. A community
existed which tied the people
together with close personal
relationships. The people worked
together for a common cause. Often
that was work such as sowing or
harvesting. At the end of this
communal work a true celebration
came naturally and was very high.
Our celebration on this first day
of spring will be very beautiful. Even
more so for those who have helped
in building the park.
Gordon Andrews

What
Would
Happen
If ..

•

Theatre. I expect our elected
officials to do something about
things like that. Why them spooks
ain't even paying for their
haunting!"
"Well , now sir, we'll look right
.
into that. You know the committee
was set up to handle complaints
about these things. There's a lot else
that's wrong down there at that
University and we'll clean them all
up," says Smalley. "By the way, are
you in my district?"
Now, before this complaint, the
LUSC has never put a foot on the
UNM campus. They've been afraid
they might incite a riot. But now is
the time for some drastic action.
"Listen, guys," says Smalley, "we've
got to do something about all those
non-students using University
facilities. And they don't even pay
taxes. Why should we support some
outside agitator, and given them a
free education? Why, those might
even be out-of-staters."
"Well," says Rep. Bill O'Donnell,
a committee member, "I have some
more information in my safe about
the situation, and I must say, its
deplorable. There isn't even anything
in the faculty handbook to cover
that sort of thing."
"Have there been more complaints
about the, urn, er, haunting?" asked
Rep. Merrill Taylor, a committee
man.
"Gee, Merrill l wish I could show
you, but you know we never

. . . Some irate, tuition-paying
Time, Precious Time
parent called Sen. Ike Smalley,
To the Editor:
chairman of the Legislative
Thank you, Gisser, for advising me Universities Study Committee
that your time is more precious than (LUSC) and complained about some
mine (I am a student, you see) and non-students using Universities
that faculty should come first in line facilities.
concerning technical problems such
"Now, Sen. Smalley, you know I
as parking. (Lobo, March 10).
wouldn't call you about something
Given time and our state that ain't important, but my
legislature's financial hang-ups, it daughter says some spooks (you
seems possible that people like you know, them hippies) is disrupting a
and organizations such as the class she has in the Commedia
legislative school study committee
could work more diligently to get rid
'Details, Details! Now Stand Aside!'
of those pesky subservient beings
commonly known as students. Then,
the whole campus could be turned
over to faculty and administration
for their use and enjoyment. Just
think, no more parking frustrations,
no more technical hang-ups to
impede your search for truth and
wisdom. But wait, it seems that I
recall from somewhere that there is a
relationship between us being here
and your job. Don't you need us to
justify your livelihood?
Of course, you might lose your
job since I think your being here is
predicated on the fact that there are
students waiting to be taught but
that is just another one of those
frustrating technical problems that I
am sure Y0\.1 and your colleagues
could set about to resolve once freed
of the more serious burdens of
current academia such as teaching
and having to fraternize with inferior
beings.
Off the record, given the fact that
you live far short of one mile from
campus, why don't you walk or ride
a bus? Evidently, your frustrations in
your automobile and the half-hour
"First, on the questions
wait for a parking place must be
concerning the illegal war. This is a
superior to the 10 minute (or less)
valid question. Unfortunately, the
walk, or don't you believe that pap
you teach?
bill does not address the question. If
this
were a memorial to the U.S.
Angus Black II
Congress to request that the
Congress exercise its right to declare
war to make our actions legal, I
would vote 'yes.'

Lobo
Letter

Bema

Pnr:":rv
VVC,IJ_./

.L

The Lobo welcomes letters to the
editor. All letters must be no longer
than 250 words, typewritten and
double spaced.
Sender's name, address and
telephone number must be included
with the letter or it will not be
considered for publication. Names will
not be withheld upon request. If a
letter is from a group, please include a
name, telephone number and address
of a group member. The letter will
carry that name, plus the name of the
group.
The Lobo will publish letters as
space and the number of letters
received allows.
The Lobo also welcomes Bernas.
Be mas are unsolicited, signed guest
editorials which do not necessarily
reilect the editorial policy of The
Lobo, or the policy of ASUN:(\1, GSA
or UNM. Bernas may be any length,
but may be cut due to space
limitations.

By SEN. FRED GROSS
In answering correspondence
received from my constituents on
Senate bill 330, I replied concerning
my position with the attached letter.
I think it might explain to your
readers why some of us who thought
seriously about this bill voted as we
did.
"I wish to thank you for your
comments and opinions concerning
Senate bill 330.
"My first comment concernin-g the
trichotomy of what the bill says,
what the sponsors debated on and
what the bill might do.

"Secondly, I find a technical error
in that the bill does not specifically
constrain itself to Vietnam or
Southeast Asia. If this were the real
intent, and the bill was so limited, I
might be able to vote for it. I cannot
vote for a bill that extends this point
to the entire globe.
"Further, I note no temporal
deadline. If the act had a limit of say
two or four years, it might be a
supportable proposition.
"If the question had to do with
the duration of the President's
authority to act in the absence of
Congress' declaration of war, then I
could support a Senate Joint
Resolution to request the people to
specify a time limitation to the
Constitution on the time that the
President could exercise his
authority without a Congressional
mandate. I don't believe that we,
today, should constrain all future
presidents' independent action in
terms of geography or time of action

substantiate anything we do. That
could be a dangerous precedent. But
I do think we ought to tell the
Regents about there not being
anything about spooks in the faculty
handbook, They ought to take
tighter control and keep these
malingerers and agitators off
campus."
The LUSC beamed down to the
campus and set up a seance. Ferrel
Heady and the Regents were guests.
Smalley put himself into a trance,
the better to understand the
situation. All committee members
lightly put their fingers on the top of
a table. The LUSC secretary put
three xeroxed copies of everything in
front of the committee members.
"Come out, come out, where ever
you are," Smalley sang. "Come out
and meet your keeper."
Slowly, the table began to rise.
"Come out, come out where ever
you are. Come out and meet your
keepers."
Slowly, the table lowered itself to
the floor. The candle blew out. The
LUSC sat in total darkness for 45
minutes and called a recess.
When another trance failed to
bring about even eo much as a table
raiser, the committee packed up and
went home. After the unfruitful
seance, even Smalley was forced to
admit not even he, the Great White
Bear, was able to exorcise the
University.
Sarah Laidlaw

limits. If the intent were to constrain
the time a president could act
without a Congressional declaration
of war, I would support such a
limitation.
"If the argument is that President
Johnson and his military advisors are
to be condemned, I would concur.
Gen. Maxwell Taylor's philosophy of
gradual escalation has long since
been isputed by other students of
military history. If they are to be
condemned, I would concur. But,
surely, you must agree that such
arguments are only obscurations.
"Finally, my 21 years as a
professional officer in the U.S. Air
Force, some four years of which
were served in the Intelligence
Agency, convince me that the
President has access to information
that we in the public never see. This
bill intimates that ·.ve, the public, can
decide what is right without access
to the information supplied to the
President. I reject this thesis as
patently absurd.
"I11 the final analysis, I find I
support many of the theses of Senate
bill 330; but, unfortunately, none of
these were or would have been
solved in this bill. If 'the proper issues
were presented, I could support
them, but the debate and terms of
this bill were sufficiently divergent
that I could not vote for it."
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ts $20.3 Million;
Tuition Going Up 5, 25%

Photo by Susan Scott

Study Carrell

Careen Sena takes advantage of the warm weather to catch up on
some studying on the lawn outside the journalism building. Printers
of the University Printing Plant play a lunchtime game of volleyball
in the distance.

Indictments Believed Nixon Plot
Suspected Bomber Says '72 Elections Depend on Case
WASHINGTON (UPI)-One of six persons
indicted for allegedly plotting to blow up
federal buildings and kidnap a presidential
~ide says the Nixon administration is pinning
Its whole hopes for the 1972 elections on
convicting him and his codefendants.
Anthony Scoblick, a former priest
indicted Jan. 12 on conspiracy charges along
with five other peace activists, also said he
suspects President Nixon personally ordered
the indictments to undermine the peace
movement.
He said he believes the administration
acted "out of strict fear" that the movement
has swelled to majority proportions.
"I think the whole administration is
pinning its wholE! hopes for '72 on
convicting us," Scoblick told UPI. "If they
can convict us, they can defeat the peace
movement. If they can discredit us-who
have devoted our lives to nonviolence-they
can discredit anybody ... "
"My feeling is it (the indictment order)
came all the way from Nixon. But of course,
they aren't going to say it's a matter of
policy," he added.
Scoblick was interviewed following an
appearance at St. Augustine's Episcopal

By SUE MAJOR
SANTA FE-The House yesterday passed 40 to 20 the
general appropriations bill, which will allocate $259.9
million of the state's $261.5 million expected general fund
revenue to budget state agencies for the next fiscal year.
Under the bill, the state's universities will receive a little
over $45.2 million, an increase of $3.7 million over this year,
but about $600,000 less than the total recommended by the
Board of Educational Finance (BEF) earlier in the session.
UNM's share of the budget will be $20.3 million, slightly
less than BEF recommendations, but more than cuts
recommended by the Department of Finance and
Administration (DFA) would have left the University.
Included in the general appropriations act is a built-in
tuition hike.
Tuition at UNM will go up five percent for resident
students and 25 percent for out-of-state students. Students
will now pay resident tuition of $110.25 per semester or
out-of-state tuition of $525 per semester. Students also pay
$105 in fees each semester.
Rep. Lenton Malry (D-Bern.), a member of the House
Appropriations and Finance Committee (HAFC) which
prepared the bill, called the 25 percent out-of-state tuition
hike "outrageous." However, Rep. John J. Mershon
(D-Otero), chairman of the HAFC, justified the tuition
increases because "tuition is going up all over the nation and
if we don't increase ours, we'll be below all the states ~hich
surround us."
Tuition increases at New Mexico State University (NMSU)
and New Mexico l4;)stitute of Mining and Technology are the
same percentage as UNM's, but tuition incrases at other
colleges in the state will not be as much.
The BEF originally recommended a tuition hike for all the
state's universities of 20 percent over the next two years for
both resident and out-of-state students.
The University will receive about $17 million for the
current general fund, $149,000 for intercollegiate athletics,
$445,000 for research, $190,000 for the student exchange

Church Sunday.
One of those indicted with him was the
Rev. Phillip Berrigan, now serving a six-year
term at the Danbury, Conn., federal
penitentiary for destroying draft files at
Catonsville, Md. The Rev. Daniel Berrigan
convicted with his younger brother Phillip i~
the Catonsville case, was one of seven others
named in the indictment as co-conspirators
but not as defendants.
They were charged with conspiring to
blow up the heating systems in several
federal buildings in the nation's capital and
to kidnap Henry Kissinger, Nixon's national
security adviser. All six pleaded innocent program, about $2.5 million for instruction at the Medical
School, $250,000 for educational television and $35,000 for
when arraigned in Harrisburg, Pa., Feb. 8.
branch
colleges.
Of the 13 defendants and coconspirators
Athletic appropriations recommendations caused
named, six are present or former Roman
controversy
earlier in the session when the BEF
Catholic priests and four are or were nuns.
Scoblick, 30, married last summer to a recommended more money for NMSU's four intercollegiate
former nun who is not involved in the case, programs than for UNM's 12. However, BEF Director William
said the charges are "ridiculous" since each McConnell justified the requests on the basis departments
with larger gate receipts potential need less funding from the
named is dedicated to harming no one.
state,
and the HAFC followed BEF athletic funding
"How could you possibly blow up all the
recommendations.
buildings in Washington without hurting
The general appropriations act does not include a
somebody?" Scoblick asked. "How could
you plan to kidnap somebody without recommendation by the BEF for an inter-institutional
environmental consortorium. However, the recommendation
possibly risking harm to someone?"
to the Health and Social Services Department (HSS) includes
Will Include Meetings With Congressmen
$1.8 million for environmental research and protection.
Expected revenue money was not appropriated by the bill
has already been overspent this session by about $356,000 to
fund special projects,
said. Such projects include a
proposed voter educatiOn program and money allocated to
.
.
.
.
,
the
attorney
general to
defend
stateonofficials
named
in a suit
. A limited occupatiOn _of Washmgton D.C.
no_t been told the truth
war_. The arising
from Natinal
Guard
action
the UNM
campus
last
IS the goal of "OperatiOn Dewey Canyon
pnmary goal of the orgamzatwn IS "to May
III." The operation, headed by Vietnam
demand an immediate cessation of fighting
·
Veterans Against the War (VVAW) is
and the withdrawal of all American troops
designed to "bring the war home" said the
from Indochina."
VV A W leaflet.
From the founding group of six N.Y. vets,
There will be a rally on the Mall today
the organization has spread to every state,
sponsored by the UNM chapter of VVA W at
involving thousands of Vietnam veterans
11:30 a.m. to gather support for the planned
representing all branches of the service,
march on Washington.
various ranks, and all types of war zone
Plans for the occupation of Washington,
duty.
WASHINGTON (UPI)-House members, studying possible
D.C., which will take place on April 19,
A southwestern office, in Corrales, for the
new
security measures in aftermath of the March 1 bombing
include formal and informal meetings with
VVAW has been recently organized, headed
the
Capitol, tentatively agreed Monday to nearly double
in
by Larry Rottman, a former Army officer
congressmen, public hearings on "U.S. war
crimes," and calling upon the Congress and
who served in Vietnam in 1967-68, and the Capitol police force, install electronic devices and
consider an estimated $2 million modernization of the
Supreme Court to exercise power to overxide
Ernie Shearing, a former Special Forces telephone
system.
Nixon's policies. According to their leaflet,
sergeant.
Rep. Kenneth Gray (D-Ill.) chairman of a House
they will "act to stop all business as usual
Rottman, New Mexico-Arizona
administration
subcommittee, said after a closed hearing that
until the government recogmzcs and
Coordinator for the national office of
responds positively to our demands."
VVA W said, "200 veterans from the two the proposals were part of a five-point program to improve
They also plan to return in Kia body bags
states will attend the Dewey Canyon the police force and security system.
The bombing on the first floor of the building about 1:30
all medals and awards, in a formal ceremony,
Operation. In. totallO,OOO men are expected
a.m. March 1 is still under investigation. It caused about
to Congress.
to go to Washmgton."
$300,000
damage but no one was injured.
In their statement of purpose they say,
"The Vets won't be pushed around with
Gray said the subcommittee would vote later on a
"We are tired of the administration
tear-gas or billy-clubs, after all they are
agreement to increase the 575-man Capitol police
tentative
glorifying our role in the Indochina War
experienced in fighting. If the National
by
up to 400 men. Additionally, it will consider
force
when we know that our actions there wer~
Guard is called out, then people who belong
anything but glorious. We are tired of our
to the organization will join the protestors," installation of electronic devices such as light beams in office
corridors that would alert police that somebody has passed a
conscience-ridden silence being sold to the
said Rottman.
given point.
public as support of, or acquiescence to U.S.
"A delegation was sent to the state capitol
Gray said the subcommittee is considering a project
to talk to Anderson and Montoya, but the
genocidal military police in S.E. Asia."
estimated
to cost $2 miflion to revamp the complex
The. VVA W is a national organization
two refused to see them," said Rottman.
formed in New York City in June, 1967, by
Rottman explained; "Dewey Qanyon I telephone system connecting all the Senate and House office
buildings and the Capitol. The new system would allow for
Vietnam veterans convinced the public "had
and II were invasions into Laos."
immediate
alerLs at remote police posts.
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House Considers Doubling
VaS. Capitol Police Force

